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I.

INTRODUCTION, PROPOSAL AND PUBLIC BENEFITS

Introduction
Athens-Clarke County is located in Northeast Georgia, and of the 159 counties in the state,
Athens-Clarke County is the smallest in land mass measuring roughly 121 square miles. The fact
that Athens-Clarke County has always been constrained in size significantly impacts its sense of
place. On average, Athens-Clarke County increases in population between 1% - 1.5% annually.
The “Classic City” has long been described as having a uniquely vibrant quality that is evidenced
both in its social demographics and physically built environment. As such, the community strives
to maintain the local character that embodies both people and place. Additional income through
well-paying jobs could in turn help residents pursue better housing that is made to be affordable.
With regard to the economy, there was a major shift in employment from manufacturing to
health care. Along with health care, the dominant employment sectors were related to social
assistance, retail trade, accommodations, and food service. Manufacturing is still significant
though, coming in fourth overall. Self-employment is also growing, increasing by an estimated
35% since 2005. More than 40,000 workers commute into the community while 18,000 people
leave for work outside of the county. Only 20,000 people live and work in the county. About 60%
of residents rent versus owning homes.
Proposal
The creation of a tax allocation district is authorized in Georgia under the Redevelopment Powers
Law, Official Code of Georgia Annotated Chapter 44, Title 36 (the “Redevelopment Powers
Law”). A tax allocation district provides the sources of the funds described herein (“TAD Funds”)
to pay ““Redevelopment Costs”, as defined in O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(8), part of the
Redevelopment Powers Law. As used herein, a “Redevelopment Project” is a project referred to
in O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(9)(D), part of the Redevelopment Powers Law, that is authorized by
this Redevelopment Plan.
Pursuant to the Redevelopment Powers Law, the Unified Government of Athens-Clarke County,
Georgia (“ACC”) gained redevelopment powers under 2006 Ga. Laws p. 3690, approved by the
electors in a referendum on November 7, 2006. The Redevelopment Powers Law provides for
ACC to create or designate a redevelopment agency (the entity serving as such at the time in the
relevant area, the “Redevelopment Agency”).
On October 4, 2011, the Mayor and Commission adopted a resolution designating themselves as
the Redevelopment Agency. References herein to actions by the ACC or the Mayor and
Commission that are among the redevelopment powers delegated to the Redevelopment Agency
by such resolution, or that the Redevelopment Powers Law specifies are to be taken by the
Redevelopment Agency, shall be deemed references to the Redevelopment Agency. By the
adoption of its resolution approving this Redevelopment Plan, the Mayor and Commission are
making the findings and determinations set forth herein.
8

Accordingly, the Redevelopment Agency proposes to address the redevelopment of the
Redevelopment Area by the adoption by ACC of this Redevelopment Plan, in accordance with the
Redevelopment Powers Law. Such adoption and the satisfaction of the related requirements of
the Redevelopment Powers Law, will result in the creation of a tax allocation district that shall be
named: “Tax Allocation District Number 1- Unified Government of Athens-Clarke County,
Georgia.” Such tax allocation district may be referred to in this Redevelopment Plan as the “Mall
Area Tax Allocation District”, or “TAD 1”.
TAD 1 and the Redevelopment Area will be co-terminous; i.e., there will be one tax allocation
district, which will encompass the entire Redevelopment Area.
Public Benefits
The specific benefits to the residents of ACC from the creation of TAD 1 include:
•

New private capital investment on property located in an area that historically has
been underserved by private investment and development;

•

Creation of jobs in the professional, business and service industries with
substantial new office, research and retail development;

•

Creation of new shopping, recreation and entertainment opportunities;

•

Creation of a more vibrant neighborhood environment by expanding residential
opportunities;

•

Creation of affordable housing accessible to employees in professional, business
and service industries;

•

Improved bike, pedestrian and vehicle access to shopping, employment and
regional transportation;

•

Improved infrastructure of water, sewer and fiber data lines;

•

Efficient storm water management;

•

Connectivity
between
US
Highway
78,
the
Mall
Area,
commercial/industrial businesses, Jennings Mill, and surrounding residential
neighborhoods;

•

Establishment of neighborhood gathering places;

•

Attraction of new customers for existing local businesses; and

•

New annual sales tax revenues.
9

Tax Allocation Districts- A Coordinated Effort
This proposed tax allocation district is only one element of a coordinated effort that ACC is
making to assist areas within its borders that are in need of redevelopment assistance. This
effort includes the creation of 6 proposed tax allocation districts, including this TAD. Below is a
map showing the approximate locations of all proposed districts as well as a key identifying
them.

This Redevelopment Plan, however, is only for TAD 1.
Community Benefits Agreements
The Unified Government recognizes the importance of balanced and equitable development of
ACC in a manner that preserves the dignity of existing residents and ensures equal participation
by all residents in the many benefits, direct and indirect, of tax allocation district projects. It is
an underlying policy of this Redevelopment Plan that, in the event that private sector capital
projects receive TAD Funds, there shall be development agreements or funding agreements
(each, a “Community Benefits Agreement”) that accompany such projects that contain certain
10

community benefit principles. These principles and a community benefit policy shall be
developed with community input and included within the agreements to be approved by the
Unified Government.
Citizens Advisory Committees
As an additional measure to ensure the effectiveness of its tax allocation districts and their
accountability to the citizens of ACC, the Unified Government by ordinance will create a
committee (Committee), styled the “ _______________ [name of TAD] Advisory Committee”,
or equivalent, for each tax allocation district.
Each Committee will have as its purpose making recommendations to ACC and its
Redevelopment Agency on the use of TAD Funds within the redevelopment area of the district
and the effective and equitable implementation of the redevelopment plan for the district. For
additional information regarding these Committees, see “REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS WITHIN
THE REDEVELOPMENT AREA- Goals and Priorities,” below.
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II.

TAX ALLOCATION DISTRICT OVERVIEW

Under the Redevelopment Powers Law, a tax allocation district is a tool used to publicly finance
redevelopment costs in a redevelopment area.
The source of the funding for the tax allocation district is the positive tax allocation increment
(defined below), which is limited to the growth in certain district ad valorem property taxes,
unless specific action is taken to also use district general fund revenues.
The revenues derived from the tax allocation district are placed in a special fund for the tax
allocation district and are used to pay Redevelopment Costs directly, or to repay “tax allocation
bonds” ) issued to finance the Redevelopment Costs, such term being defined in O.C.G.A. Section
36-44-3(12), part of the Redevelopment Powers Law and including bonds, notes and other
obligations.
The Redevelopment Powers Law was amended in 2001 to expand the definition of a
redevelopment area, which has enabled communities to use the tax allocation district financial
tool in more areas than prior to the amendment. As a result, tax allocation districts have become
a popular economic development tool in Georgia. Similar districts outside Georgia are commonly
referred to as “TIF” (tax increment financing) districts. All states and the District of Columbia use
some form of tax allocation district/TIF financing. Since the 1970’s, these states have completed
hundreds of projects using tax allocation district/tax increment financing. Georgia only began to
use tax allocation districts in a substantial way in 1999 with the approval of two major tax
allocation districts in Atlanta. Since then, the number of tax allocation districts in Georgia has
increased significantly. Tax allocation districts, and the financing they enable, offer important
tools for cities and counties to use in attracting investment into underdeveloped areas.
There are also other advantages to the use of tax allocation districts:
•

General. Tax allocation district financing has been used to successfully address
site-specific development problems while achieving broader economic
development objectives, resulting in greater, long-term economic benefits to
those cities and counties where they are located.

•

A stronger economic base. Private development that would not have otherwise
occurred without the tax allocation district designation can be attracted by this
incentive.

•

Redevelopment is supported without additional taxes. Redevelopment is
effectively promoted without tapping into general funds or levying special
assessments on property owners throughout the local government.

•

Tax allocation district/tax increment financing is a well-known incentive. With
tax allocation district/tax increment financing being widespread across the
country, the incentive is known and understood by private sector developers.
12

Other communities have found such financing an effective way to lure private
development, attract new industry, create more jobs, and, ultimately, expand an
area’s tax base.
•

Tax allocation districts have a strong track record of promoting redevelopment.
This technique has a strong track record of attracting private investment on a
nationwide basis and in Georgia.
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III.

PROPERTY TAXES FOR COMPUTING TAX ALLOCATION INCREMENTS

For purposes of this Redevelopment Plan and O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(9)(N):
1.

Only the “positive tax allocation increment” of TAD 1, as defined in O.C.G.A.
Section 36-44-3(14), levied on real property will be used to pay Redevelopment
Costs (directly, or indirectly such as through the repayment of tax allocation
bonds).

2.

In accordance with the provisions of O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(1), ad valorem
property taxes used in the computing of tax allocation increments will not include
ad valorem property taxes levied to repay bonded indebtedness.

3.

Inasmuch as ACC’s resolution creating the TAD will not provide for their inclusion
in the computing of tax allocation increments, excluded from such computation
will be ad valorem property taxes levied on:
a. personal property;
b. motor vehicles; and
c. the assessed value of property owned by public utilities and railroads.

Accordingly, among other things, general fund revenues of the TAD, such as from the local option
sales tax (“LOST”), general business licenses, and hotel/motel taxes, will not be used to pay
Redevelopment Costs.
In order for the Redevelopment Area to reach its full potential, it will be necessary for consents
to be obtained from this public body for the specified property taxes to be included in the
computation of the TAD’s tax allocation increments:
1)

the Clarke County Board of Education, as to the Clarke County School District’s
M&O real estate property taxes.

Should this public body refuse such consent, the funds derived from the TAD are unlikely to be
sufficient for the quality or density of redevelopment needed to achieve the City’s objectives and
ameliorate long term trends.
Subject to the above, the table below lists the ad valorem taxes for computing property tax
increments for purposes of this Redevelopment Plan.
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Applicable 2020 Millage Rates (per $1,000)
ACC M&O

13.70

Clarke County School District M&O
(subject to Board of Education consent)
Total TAD 1 Millage

20.000
33.70

In accordance with general Georgia property tax law, the determination of property taxes will
involve subtraction of any exemptions and credits, as appropriate.
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IV.

REDEVELOPMENT AREA

Boundaries of the Redevelopment Area; Existing Uses
The “Redevelopment Area” proposed for this Redevelopment Plan consists of 181 parcels
totaling 189.5 acres. TAD 1 is described as follows:
The boundaries for TAD 1 center upon the Georgia Square Mall and surrounding commercial
areas along Atlanta Highway. Located west of Downtown Athens, it is bordered by the Jennings
Mill Parkway to the south (minus some of the residential properties off of Mellwood Road); Mill
Center Boulevard and Cleveland Road to the west; the residential subdivisions off Huntington
Road and W. Huntington Road to the north; and Huntington Road to the east. General in
description, the exact perimeter of the district is specifically detailed in the official delineated
map. In total, this area accounts for 189.5 acres amongst 181 individual parcels.
The focus area sits just outside the Loop 10 Athens Perimeter Highway and along one of Athens
Clarke County’s main commercial corridors, Atlanta Highway. The businesses focus on use of
both the Loop 10 and Atlanta Hwy through access mostly by car and availability for delivery or
transport with full size trucks. The surrounding suburban residential developments mirror that
pattern with auto-dependency and quick connections to town or communities west of AthensClarke County. Amongst the businesses of this area, retail is the dominant type, however
warehousing and light manufacturing are adjacent to the mall area. Nearly all the properties in
this focus area are currently developed with most of them being built around or directly after the
mall was constructed in 1981.
This area does have direct access to Loop 10 and US Highway 78 which leads to GA Highway 316
connecting Athens-Clarke County to the Atlanta metro region. The transportation systems were
created in accordance with commercial development, leaving little infrastructure for bicycle or
pedestrian modes of travel. There are potential connections that could be made through
redevelopment as the area is well placed to serve adjacent, residential neighborhoods.
Environmentally, there are small streams along with 2 ponds north and west of the existing mall
property. That stream network extends north through residential neighborhoods and flows into
the Middle Oconee River. The area could be successfully redeveloped with minimal intrusion
upon the streams and riparian buffers. One opportunity the stream presents is as a connective
thread from the commercial locations to residential neighborhoods if a trail or pathway system
is devised. The area could also consider including park or recreational facilities that are lacking
on the west side of town.
Maps specifying the boundaries of the proposed tax allocation district and showing existing uses
and conditions of real property in the proposed tax allocation district are contained on
Appendices A-1 through A-4 and Appendix H. A listing of all parcels within the Redevelopment
Area is located in Appendix B.
The specifications above are made in accordance with O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(9)(A).
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V.

GROUNDS FOR THE EXERCISE OF REDEVELOPMENT POWERS

A “redevelopment area” under the Redevelopment Powers Law
In order to create a tax allocation district, a “redevelopment plan” must first be approved in
accordance with the Redevelopment Powers Law, which includes a qualified “redevelopment
area.” In order to qualify, a redevelopment area must meet the definition set forth in O.C.G.A.
Section 36-44-3(7), part of the Redevelopment Powers Law, as follows:
“redevelopment area” means an urbanized area as determined by current data
from the U.S. Bureau of the Census or an area presently served by sewer that
qualifies as a “blighted or distressed area,” a “deteriorating area,” or an “area with
inadequate infrastructure”
Why the Redevelopment Area Qualifies as a “redevelopment area” under the Redevelopment
Powers Law
General
The Redevelopment Area qualifies as a “redevelopment area” under the Redevelopment
Powers Law as it is (i) a blighted or distressed area, a deteriorating area, and an area with
inadequate infrastructure, and (ii) is an urbanized area and is an area presently served by
sewer.
Regarding its “urbanized area” status, the Redevelopment Area is located within an area of ACC
that the U.S. Bureau of the Census includes as an “urbanized area” in 77 Fed. Reg. 18651.
Regarding its status as an area presently served by sewer, this is confirmed by Appendix F.
O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(7)(A)-- “blighted or distressed area”
Under the Redevelopment Powers Law, a “blighted or distressed area” is an area that is
experiencing one or more conditions of blight as evidenced by:
1) The presence of structures, buildings, or improvements that by reason of
dilapidation; deterioration; age; obsolescence; inadequate provision for
ventilation, light, air, sanitation, or open space; overcrowding; conditions
which endanger life or property by fire or other causes; or any combination
of such factors, are conducive to ill health, transmission of disease, infant
mortality, high unemployment, juvenile delinquency, or crime and are
detrimental to the public health, safety, morals, or welfare;
2) The presence of a predominant number of substandard, vacant,
deteriorated, or deteriorating structures; the predominance of a defective
or inadequate street layout or transportation facilities; or faulty lot layout
in relation to size, accessibility, or usefulness;
17

3) Evidence of pervasive poverty, defined as being greater than 10 percent of
the population in the area as determined by current data from the U.S.
Bureau of the Census, and an unemployment rate that is 10 percent higher
than the state average.
For purposes of this section, ACC is focusing on the second condition of blight.
Regarding the second condition of blight
Regarding transportation facilities, walking and biking today are alternative means of
transportation and transit. See Appendix G-2 hereto, showing inadequate pedestrian and bike
infrastructure within the Redevelopment Area.
Specifically, the proposed TAD 1 has only approximately 2.48 miles of pedestrian and bike
infrastructure in the redevelopment area. Pedestrian and bike infrastructure along Cleveland Rd
[from Atlanta Hwy to Kittle Ln and a small section just beyond Meeler Cir], bike lane: 0.61mi;
Cleveland Rd [from Atlanta Hwy to Ben Burton Rd], sidewalk: 0.16mi; Logmont Trace, sidewalk:
0.1mi; Littleton Way, sidewalk: 0.06mi; Marilyn Farmer Way, sidewalk: 0.14mi; Meeler Cir [from
Kittle Ln to top of Cir], sidewalk: 0.36mi; Atlanta Hwy [from Cleveland Rd to Mellwood Dr],
sidewalk: 0.23mi; [from Crane Dr to Mall Access Rd], sidewalk: 0.06mi; [from a separate Mall
Access Rd to Huntington Rd], sidewalk: 0.13mi; Mall Access Rd [from Atlanta Hwy to an interior
Mall Access Rd], sidewalk: 0.06mi; Mill Center Blvd, sidewalk: 0.28mi; Jennings Mill Pkwy [from
Mill Center Blvd to Mellwood Dr], sidewalk: 0.17mi; Huntington Rd [from Atlanta Hwy to Mall
Access Rd], sidewalk: 0.1mi; [from Huntington Ct to Cavalier Rd], sidewalk: 0.02mi. Source: ACC
Staff.
ACC staff considers a level of service for a bus stop or bus lane that is lower than Level 3 to be
substandard. Bus stops with shelters (Level 3+) can handle a high volume of riders, meaning six
or more passenger boardings per day. Bus stops at levels one and two may not offer enough
space for riders to wait for the bus; room to add additional Simme Seats (two-seat integrated
post bench) at the stop is either limited or not available. At least 4 out of the 9 bus stops or bus
lanes in the Redevelopment Area are below Level 3. Source: ACC Staff. Inasmuch as the bus
routes to the mall are among the most heavily used in ACC, these inadequacies are especially
serious.
ACC finds that inadequate transportation facilities are found within the Redevelopment Area,
and that the existence of this condition is obvious within the Redevelopment Area and can fairly
be said to be typical of it; i.e., they predominate.
Therefore, it is the finding and determination of ACC that, within the Redevelopment Area, there
exists the presence of a predominant number of substandard, vacant, deteriorated, or
deteriorating structures; the predominance of a defective or inadequate street layout or
transportation facilities; or faulty lot layout in relation to size, accessibility, or usefulness.
Conclusion
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Taking the above into account, ACC also finds and determines that there exists within the
Redevelopment Area this condition of blight: a predominant number of substandard, vacant,
deteriorated, or deteriorating structures; the predominance of a defective or inadequate street
layout or transportation facilities; or faulty lot layout in relation to size, accessibility, or
usefulness.
In conclusion, ACC finds and determines that the Redevelopment Area is an area described in
O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(7)(A).
O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(7)(B) - “deteriorating area”
Under the Redevelopment Powers Law, a “deteriorating area” is an area that is experiencing
physical or economic decline or stagnation as evidenced by two or more of the following1) The presence of a substantial number of structures or buildings that are 40 years old or
older and have no historic significance;
2) High commercial or residential vacancies compared to the political subdivision as a whole;
3) The predominance of structures or buildings of relatively low value compared to the value
of structures or buildings in the surrounding vicinity or significantly slower growth in the
property tax digest than is occurring in the political subdivision as a whole;
4) Declining or stagnant rents or sales prices compared to the political subdivision as a
whole;
5) In areas where housing exists at present or is determined by the political subdivision to
be appropriate after redevelopment, there exists a shortage of safe, decent housing that
is not substandard and that is affordable for persons of low and moderate income; or
6) Deteriorating or inadequate utility, transportation, or transit infrastructure.
This section considers three of these conditions, (3), (5) and (6), which ACC deems to be
characteristic of the Redevelopment Area.
There is significantly slower growth in the property tax digest in the Redevelopment Area of
TAD 1 than is occurring in ACC as a whole. When the year over year increases in the tax digests
of ACC as a whole and the proposed tax allocation districts for the years below are compared,
the result is as shown in the chart below.
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increase over prior year

Growth in tax digests of districts and ACC
50.00%
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2012

2013
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2016
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2019

2020

1

-0.91%

-0.98%

-1.19%

0.18%

-3.61%

-9.25%

-6.30%

-1.60%

4.53%

2

-2.93%

2.99%

1.75%

5.23%

3.25%

4.10%

3.57%

2.14%

15.11%

3

1.12%

-0.73%

3.02%

2.77%

4.75%

3.76%

5.40%

2.55%

-0.98%

4

2.60%

4.64%

26.77%

46.90%

7.84%

7.90%

11.42%

11.62%

2.65%

5

-6.17%

-6.27%

1.95%

0.32%

2.05%

15.99%

-0.48%

16.29%

34.37%

6

1.12%

-2.14%

-1.61%

5.10%

4.77%

-0.81%

7.78%

10.23%

15.81%

ACC

-2.90%

-0.92%

2.72%

4.07%

4.60%

5.68%

6.58%

8.93%

8.36%

The table below compares ACC as a whole and the proposed tax allocation districts. It shows
the number of percentage points of growth separating ACC tax digest growth from proposed
tax allocation district tax digest growth (ACC growth % minus TAD growth %).
TAD
1
2
3
4
5
6

2012
-1.99%
0.03%
-4.02%
-5.50%
3.27%
-4.02%

2013
0.06%
-3.91%
-0.19%
-5.56%
5.35%
1.22%

2014
3.91%
0.97%
-0.30%
-24.05%
0.77%
4.33%

2015
3.89%
-1.16%
1.29%
-42.83%
3.75%
-1.04%

2016
8.21%
1.35%
-0.15%
-3.24%
2.56%
-0.17%

2017
14.92%
1.58%
1.92%
-2.23%
-10.32%
6.49%

2018
12.88%
3.01%
1.19%
-4.84%
7.06%
-1.20%

2019
10.53%
6.79%
6.38%
-2.69%
-7.36%
-1.30%

2020
3.83%
-6.75%
9.34%
5.71%
-26.01%
-7.44%

In the case of TAD 1, growth in the property tax digest of the proposed tax allocation district
has slowed and is now lower than now is occurring in ACC as a whole. For 2020, the percentage
of ACC tax digest growth (comparing 2020 and 2019) was 3.83% over the percentage of TAD 1
tax digest growth for the same periods. More redevelopment work remains to be done.
Figures in the chart and table above are based on the "taxable value" of "taxable property" for
real estate only including nominal values for centrally assessed properties from the AthensClarke County Board of Tax Assessors.
Therefore, ACC finds that there is significantly slower growth in the property tax digest of TAD 1
than is occurring in the political subdivision as a whole
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Regarding the fifth condition
TAD 1 is an area where housing exists at present. See Appendices A-1 through A-4 and
Appendix H regarding existing uses and conditions of real property in the proposed tax
allocation district. Further, by adoption of this Redevelopment Plan, ACC is determining that
housing is appropriate after redevelopment. Specifically, this Redevelopment Plan provides, in
part, that: “Upon review of the subject area, and in relation to the surrounding community,
there is a need for additional mixing of residential opportunities into the existing fabric. “ See
“USES AFTER REDEVELOPMENT OF REAL PROPERTY WITHIN THE REDEVELOPMENT AREA,”
below. Moreover, by adoption of this Redevelopment Plan, ACC is determining that that within
the proposed Redevelopment Area there exists a shortage of safe, decent housing that is not
substandard and that is affordable for persons of low and moderate income. A specific finding,
among others, in this Redevelopment Plan is that: “Housing can be incorporated, but would
benefit by being affordable for employees who choose live and work in this area.” See “USES
AFTER REDEVELOPMENT OF REAL PROPERTY WITHIN THE REDEVELOPMENT AREA,” below.
Therefore, ACC finds and determines that the proposed Redevelopment Area is an area where
housing exists at present or has been determined by ACC to be appropriate after
redevelopment, and within that Redevelopment Area, there exists a shortage of safe, decent
housing that is not substandard and that is affordable for persons of low and moderate income.
Regarding the sixth condition
The data and findings concerning defective or inadequate street layout or transportation facilities
infrastructure contained under “blighted or distressed area”, above, are hereby incorporated
into this subsection by reference.
Likewise, the data and findings concerning deteriorating or inadequate utility, transportation, or
transit infrastructure contained under “inadequate infrastructure”, below, are hereby
incorporated into this subsection by reference.
ACC finds that there is present within the Redevelopment Area deteriorating or inadequate
utility, transportation, or transit infrastructure.
Conclusion
Therefore, ACC finds and determines that the Redevelopment Area is a “deteriorating area” as
evidenced by the following three conditions:
I.
3) The predominance of structures or buildings of relatively low value compared to the value
of structures or buildings in the surrounding vicinity or significantly slower growth in the
property tax digest than is occurring in the political subdivision as a whole; and
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II.
5) In areas where housing exists at present or is determined by the political subdivision to
be appropriate after redevelopment, there exists a shortage of safe, decent housing that is
not substandard and that is affordable for persons of low and moderate income; or
III.
6) Deteriorating or inadequate utility, transportation, or transit infrastructure.
In conclusion, ACC finds and determines that the Redevelopment Area is an area described by
O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(7)(B).
O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(7)(C) - “inadequate infrastructure”
Under the Redevelopment Powers Law, an area with inadequate infrastructure” means an area
characterized by:
1) Deteriorating or inadequate parking, roadways, bridges, pedestrian access, or public
transportation or transit facilities incapable of handling the volume of traffic into or
through the area, either at present or following redevelopment; or
2) Deteriorating or inadequate utility infrastructure either at present or following
redevelopment.
Regarding the first condition
The data and findings concerning defective or inadequate street layout or transportation facilities
infrastructure contained under “blighted or distressed area”, above, are hereby incorporated
into this subsection by reference.
ACC finds that inadequate parking, roadways, bridges, pedestrian access, or public transportation
or transit facilities described above are found within and characterize the Redevelopment Area,
and that the same are incapable of handling the volume of traffic into or through the
Redevelopment Area, either at present or following redevelopment.
Regarding the second condition
The Redevelopment Area also has deteriorating or inadequate utility infrastructure, either at
present or following redevelopment.
The table below sets forth examples of the Redevelopment Area’s inadequate utility
infrastructure:
Inadequate:

Shown in:
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Water lines significant water
line extensions needed esp.
in the N and E portions

Appendix E

Sewer lines- significant sewer
line extensions needed esp.
in the N and E portions

Appendix F

Cable and Electricinadequate coverage of
significant parts of the
Redevelopment Area esp. in
N and NE portions

Appendix D

ACC finds that the deteriorating or inadequate utility infrastructure described above is found
within the Redevelopment Area, and that the existence of this condition is obvious within the
Redevelopment Area and can fairly be said to be typical of it.
Conclusion
Therefore, there are grounds for ACC to find, and ACC does hereby find, that the Redevelopment
Area is characterized by one or more of the following conditions:
(i) Deteriorating or inadequate parking, roadways, bridges, pedestrian access, or public
transportation or transit facilities incapable of handling the volume of traffic into or through the
area, either at present or following redevelopment; and
(ii) Deteriorating or inadequate utility infrastructure either at present or following
redevelopment.
In conclusion, ACC finds and determines that the Redevelopment Area is an area described in
O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(7)(C).
Growth and Development
The data and findings above in this section support the conclusion that the Redevelopment Area
on the whole has not been subject to growth and development through private enterprise and
would not reasonably be anticipated to be developed without the approval of this
Redevelopment Plan.
Further supporting this conclusion, ACC Staff have identified a number of parcels within the
Redevelopment Area that are considered underdeveloped. See Appendix I. Parts, and even
significant parts, of those parcels coincide with areas determined by this Redevelopment Plan to
be inadequately serviced by infrastructure, particularly utilities. In ACC’s view, the
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underdeveloped condition of these parcels illustrates why the Redevelopment Area as a whole
requires the redevelopment that would be provided through this Redevelopment Plan and would
not grow and develop without it.
Findings by ACC
In the judgment of ACC, and by the approval of this Redevelopment Plan, ACC is finding and
determining that:
Finding (1)
The Redevelopment Area qualifies as a “redevelopment area” under the Redevelopment Powers
Law.
Finding (1), above, satisfies the requirements of O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(7).
Finding (2)
The Redevelopment Area on the whole has not been subject to growth and development through
private enterprise and would not reasonably be anticipated to be developed without the
approval of this Redevelopment Plan.
Finding (2), above, satisfies the requirements of O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(9)(B) and O.C.G.A.
Section 36-44-8-3(G)(i).
Finding (3)
The improvement of the Redevelopment Area is likely to enhance the value of a substantial
portion of the other real property in the TAD. This finding satisfies the requirements of O.C.G.A.
Section 36-44-8(G)(ii).
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VI.

USES AFTER REDEVELOPMENT OF REAL PROPERTY WITHIN THE
REDEVELOPMENT AREA

ACC anticipates that the uses after redevelopment of real property within the Redevelopment
Area will reflect the Redevelopment Area’s Redevelopment Projects. See “REDEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS WITHIN THE REDEVELOPMENT AREA,” below.
More broadly, implementation of the tax allocation district around the mall area will assist in
maintaining one of Athens-Clarke County’s major commercial corridors, while preparing the area
for 21st century accommodations in mixed-use space applying current trends of downsizing brick
and mortar commercial. Originally developed back into the 1970’s, commercial operations are
still prevalent, including such uses as general retail, automotive service, food service and
office. These uses are expected to remain steady into the future, and will hopefully expand
through improvements to existing facilities or introduction of mixing uses.
Upon review of the subject area, and in relation to the surrounding community, there is a need
for additional mixing of residential opportunities into the existing fabric. The area provides space
for large scale renovation at the mall property that could serve as a West Athens Town
Center. That type of arrangement could infuse an auto-dominated landscape with compatible
residential uses and public infrastructure allowing multiple means of transportation or visitors to
park once and meet their shopping needs on foot. Athens-Clarke County will look to encourage
and attract such an array of uses through various means and methodology aimed at privatesector investment. By securing funds meant to improve the district’s infrastructure, an
alternative vision can be achieved that will utilize the strategic redevelopment of parcels to
correct incompatibilities with known initiatives that will otherwise bring forth the full potential
and success of this district. The creation of a tax allocation district for the mall area is necessary
to initiate public-sector preparations that will spur private-based property acquisition and
subsequent construction.
Any uses imposed after development of real property should encourage a mixing of uses that
allow flexibility and reduce auto-dependency. For example, creating connections to the mall
property and potentially an open street network would help this area function as a neighborhood
and not simply a place that can only be visited for short-term car trips. Housing can be
incorporated, but would benefit by being affordable for employees who choose live and work in
this area. As population continues to grow, redevelopment could preserve otherwise sprawling
new development toward the county’s more rural boundaries.
A tax allocation district is the ideal tool to implement this Redevelopment Plan’s approach of
public improvements and leveraging private investments.
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VII.

REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS WITHIN THE REDEVELOPMENT AREA
Eligible Projects

The Redevelopment Powers Law gives Georgia communities wide latitude in the use of tax
allocation district funds to support redevelopment. As enumerated in O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3,
the following are all eligible uses for TAD Funds in a redevelopment area:
•

Construction of building(s) for business, commercial, industrial, governmental;

•

Educational, charitable or social use;

•

Renovation, rehabilitation, reconstruction repair or demolition of any existing building;

•

Creation of public housing;

•

Creation of public works or public facilities;

•

Preservation of historic structures;

•

Creation or improvement of public spaces;

•

Creation or improvement of mass transit facilities;

•

Development, or improvement of telecommunications infrastructure;

•

Creation or improvement of pedestrian access and safety;

•

Property acquisition, site preparation, demolition, environmental remediation; and

•

Infrastructure and utility relocation, rehabilitation or installation.

Depending on the specific situation, TAD Funds could be used to pay any of the above
Redevelopment Costs, including, in a proper structure, funding direct financial incentives to
developers to offset construction costs.
Funding decisions will take into account the amount of incremental tax revenues those projects
will generate, as well as the availability of current/future tax increments available. ACC is
committed to using TAD Funds in the most effective and appropriate manner allowed under the
Redevelopment Powers Law, to achieve successful results.
For purposes of O.C.G.A Section 36-44-3(9)(D), the following is a description of the potential
Redevelopment Projects within the Redevelopment Area, the cost thereof, and the method of
financing them. The additional information about their costs contained in “REDEVELOPMENT
COSTS,” below, is hereby incorporated into this section by reference.
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In recent history, two locations have seen new or major redevelopment, the Lake Meeler
subdivision and complex at 10 Huntington Rd owned by Athens Ministries Inc. The intent of
TAD 1 is to promote and support appropriate improvement projects that will foster the desired
character and function. A brief listing of past permits issued include:
•
•
•

Akademia Brewing Co
Racetrac
Athens Church

Going forward under the parameters of TAD 1, the Unified Government of Athens-Clarke
County will take the lead on public infrastructure improvements like water, sewer, stormwater,
and transportation modes. Completion of these necessary initiatives will increase the capacity
of services in the area; therefore, allowing managed expansion of commercial and residential
projects brought forth by private developers.
Consideration will be given to any and all proposals that adequately meet the strict guidelines
for investment of funds and further the stated goals of the adopted TAD 1. Award of such
funds must be selective though, and in a manner that is consistent with redevelopment
patterns on the ground as phased by construction activity and critical need. Sporadic
disbursement may result in uncontrolled patterns of improvement that deviate from the intent
of approved plans. One potential project should be given primary status based on factors
including location, infrastructure capability, access, investment, owner commitment, degree of
alterations, and proximity to potential commerce and housing.
181 parcels are included in the boundary of the tax allocation district; however, 15 parcels
include and surround the mall property, representing over 95 acres (54% of the total) and have
been identified for mixed-use suitability. See Appendix J.
More information is set forth below regarding potential private enterprise projects and potential
ACC projects.
Private Enterprise
The proposed TAD is not the subject of private enterprise development proposals that have been
made for specific sites within the proposed Redevelopment Area and that are being considered
by the Redevelopment Agency or ACC. However, a strategy of this Redevelopment Plan is that,
by carrying out its purpose, including ACC Redevelopment Projects, it will encourage private
enterprise within the proposed Redevelopment Area, including private enterprise
Redevelopment Projects yet to be identified or proposed. See “INTRODUCTION, PROPOSAL AND
PUBLIC BENEFITS- Community Benefits Agreements, and -Citizens Advisory Committees, and
“REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS WITHIN THE REDEVELOPMENT AREA- Goals and Priorities,” below.
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Public Improvements
Currently, the Redevelopment Costs for public infrastructure that ACC is considering using TAD
Funds to pay, in whole or in part, are for public infrastructure to remedy the conditions of
inadequacy or deterioration that are described in this Redevelopment Plan. See “ GROUNDS
FOR THE EXERCISE OF REDEVELOPMENT POWERS,” above.
Goals and Priorities
By approval of this Redevelopment Plan, ACC is adopting the following redevelopment goals and
establishing the following priorities for the use of TAD Funds to pay Redevelopment Costs:
Public Infrastructure Needs – This goal area includes bike and pedestrian facilities, parks and
greenspace, intersection improvements, live stream pipe replacement, stormwater facilities
and other public spaces, facilities and infrastructure.
Housing Opportunities – This goal area targets residential development opportunities to
provide at least 20% of dwelling units at permanently affordable at 80% of Area Median
Income.
Economic Development Partnership Opportunities – This provides for infrastructure support
that creates opportunities for job creation, innovation, incubators, accelerators and similar
spaces to provide high wage employment in ACC. Private enterprise Redevelopment Projects
are encompassed by “Economic Development Partnership Opportunities.”
CCSD and Youth Development – This goal area provides the opportunity to collaborate with
youth support providers, including the Clarke County School District to create optimal spaces
for youth development and support of School District needs.
Each proposed tax allocation district’s Citizens Advisory Committee will recommend
the percentage of available TAD Funds to be applied to each goal, subject to approval or
modification by the Mayor and Commission of ACC. The Citizens Advisory Committee will
review and comment on as necessary each application for TAD Funds, whether for
private enterprise Redevelopment Projects or ACC Redevelopment Projects. Ultimately, the
Mayor and Commission of ACC will approve, deny or modify each application and each
specific redevelopment project.
This Redevelopment Plan’s authorized Redevelopment Projects are such projects as
are approved in accordance with the above process and the other provisions of this
Redevelopment Plan.
Redevelopment Projects are subject to revision by the Redevelopment Agency and ACC
in accordance with applicable processes as implementation of the Redevelopment Plan
progresses.
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Method of Financing Redevelopment Costs
Each private enterprise project will be financed by private investment (debt and equity), except
to the extent, if any, that it is a Redevelopment Project and its Redevelopment Costs are paid by
TAD Funds. A Community Benefit Agreement will be required for any private enterprise
Redevelopment Costs to be paid by TAD Funds.
ACC proposes to finance the costs of authorized ACC Redevelopment Projects, and to pay any
Redevelopment Costs of authorized private enterprise Redevelopment Projects, on a “pay-asyou-go”, or “pay/go”, basis, meaning that the these costs will be paid out of TAD Funds as they
are received by ACC. Alternatively, ACC may at its option also consider utilizing the issuance of
tax allocation bonds, or other available financing options or funding sources, to wholly or partially
finance these Redevelopment Costs. See “TAX ALLOCATION BOND ISSUES; PROPERTY TO BE
PLEDGED FOR PAYMENT OR SECURITY”, below.
The above information is proved in response to O.C.G.A. Sec. 36-44-3(9)(D).
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VIII. RELOCATION PAYMENTS
Currently no relocation is anticipated within the Redevelopment Area. In any case where there
would be relocation of existing residents or businesses, relocation expenses will be provided for
under all applicable federal, state, and local guidelines if public funds are used for property
acquisition and such sources for funds require relocation benefits to be offered to tenants and
users for relocation.
The above information is provided in response to O.C.G.A Section 36-44-3(9)(F).
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IX.

ASSESSED VALUATION (BEFORE AND AFTER REDEVELOPMENT), TAX ALLOCATION
INCREMENT BASE, AND 10% LIMIT ON TAXABLE VALUE WITHIN TAX ALLOCATION DISTRICTS

Figures in this section are subject to the General Notes set forth at the end of the section.
The Redevelopment Area defined in this Redevelopment Plan has a 2020 assessed valuation of
$35,661,450, according to the Athens-Clarke County Board of Tax Assessors.
Pursuant to the Redevelopment Powers Law, upon adoption of the Redevelopment Plan and the
creation of TAD 1, the Redevelopment Agency will request that the Commissioner of Revenue of
the State of Georgia certify for TAD 1 its “tax allocation increment base”, as defined in O.C.G.A.
Section 36-44-3(15), part of the Redevelopment Powers Law, as of the date of creation of the
TAD. See “CREATION AND TERMINATION DATES,” below. The estimated tax allocation increment
base of the proposed tax allocation district is $35,661,450; i.e., 2020 taxable value of all taxable
property in the Redevelopment Area subject to the property taxes specified in this
Redevelopment Plan.
Upon creation of TAD 1, the total current taxable value of property subject to the ad valorem
property taxes specified in this Redevelopment Plan within the proposed tax allocation district
plus the total current taxable value of property subject to the ad valorem property taxes specified
in this Redevelopment Plan within all of ACC’s existing tax allocation districts will not exceed 10%
of the total current taxable value of all taxable property located within the area of operation of
ACC. See column for TAD 1 in table below and notes below table.
Row

I

II

III

TAD

1

2

3

4

5

6

TAD"taxable
value" of all
"taxable
property"
subject to
"ad valorem
property
taxes"
ACC"taxable
value" of
"taxable
property"
TAD's %
(Row I/Row II
as percent)

$35,661,450

$43,146,863

$36,877,351

$83,833,162

$15,861,470

$41,798,714

$4,427,053,462

$4,427,053,462

$4,427,053,462

$4,427,053,462

$4,427,053,462

$4,427,053,462

0.81%

0.97%

0.83%

1.89%

0.36%

0.94%

Notes: The calculations above assume all of the subject tax allocation districts will be created simultaneously. Figures
in Row II are from the Athens-Clarke County Board of Assessors and understate subject taxable value (see General
Notes) and therefore figures in Row III overstate the percentage figures. Figures are for 2020.

The total percentage for all tax allocation districts is 5.81%.
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The assessed valuation of this Redevelopment Area will increase in the future through the private
investment stimulated by the implementation of the Redevelopment Plan and the public
investment of TAD Funds. In addition, this redevelopment is intended to stimulate other
development in the TAD and lead to a substantial increase in property values as the
Redevelopment Plan is implemented.
Upon completion of redevelopment in the Redevelopment Area as presented in this
Redevelopment Plan, TAD 1 is projected to have an assessed valuation estimated at $37,194,892
See “ESTIMATED POSITIVE TAX ALLOCATION INCREMENTS”, below.
The above information is provided in response to O.C.G.A Sections 36-44-3(I) and (M) and
O.C.G.A Section 36-44-17.
General Notes:
1. Figures from the Athens-Clarke County Board of Tax Assessors are for real estate only and use nominal values for
centrally assessed (by Georgia Department of Revenue) property such as utility property.
2. The last data for “taxable value” of “taxable property” for purposes of Row II in the table above available from the
Georgia Department of Revenue for ACC is for 2019 and amounts to $4,357,831,044, which is the assessed M&O
value.
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X.

ESTIMATED POSITIVE TAX ALLOCATION INCREMENTS

Below is an estimate of positive tax allocation increments for the period covered by the term of
the proposed tax allocation bonds (if no tax allocation bonds are issued, then the estimates would
be for a period ending on the termination date of TAD 1). See “CREATION AND TERMINATION
DATES,” and “TAX ALLOCATION BOND ISSUES; PROPERTY TO BE PLEDGED FOR PAYMENT OR
SECURITY,” below.

Ref. Item
A total taxes

B taxable value
of all taxable
property in
TAD subject
to specified
property
taxes minus
tax allocation
increment
base
C taxable value
of all taxable
property in
TAD subject
to specified
property
taxes
D B/C
E DxA

Value
Comment
millage
$1,253,467.87 using property taxes
specified in
Redevelopment Plan
and taxable value for
TAD from Section IX
of this
Redevelopment Plan

$1,533,442 from Section IX of
this Redevelopment
Plan

33.7

taxable value
2020

$35,661,450

add taxable
value of
background
growth (assessed
valuation of TAD) total taxes

$37,194,892 $1,253,467.87

tax allocation
increment base

$35,661,450

taxable value
minus base

$1,533,442

background
growth rate

taxable value of
background growth
(rate X 2020 TAD
taxable value)

4.3%

$1,533,442

$37,194,892

0.041227229
$51,677 positive tax allocation
increment, for each
year starting in 2021

Notes: Rate of background growth assumed to be same as growth rate for multi-family parcels in Appendix C. By
comparison, average change in TAD digest (year to preceding year) for years 2012 through 2020 was -2.13% and
for 2020 to 2019 was 4.53%. In ACC's opinion, this is a reasonable, even cautious, assumption. Table assumes
taxable value of background increment becomes available in 2021 so positive tax allocation increments begin in
2021 and continue in each year thereafter in same amount without escalation. Table assumes consent of Clarke
County Board of Education to use of its M&O taxes in computations of property taxes.

The above estimates apply the property taxes specified in this Redevelopment Plan. The actual
amount of these positive tax allocation increments will depend upon the pace at which the
Redevelopment Plan is implemented and the impact of the redevelopment activities and other
economic factors on the tax base within TAD 1 as a whole.
The above information is provided in response to O.C.G.A Section 36-44-3(9)(P).
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XI.

REDEVELOPMENT COSTS

Estimated Costs of Redevelopment Projects
The estimated costs of private enterprise projects that may be authorized as Redevelopment
Projects are contained, to the extent information is available, in the above descriptions of these
projects. However, no information is now available. Ultimate decisions affecting cost will be
made by the private enterprise owners. To the extent, if any, that any Redevelopment Costs for
such projects are paid out of TAD Funds, the amount thereof will be determined in accordance
with the process under “INTRODUCTION, PROPOSAL AND PUBLIC BENEFITS- Community Benefits
Agreements, and -Citizens Advisory Committees, and “REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS WITHIN THE
REDEVELOPMENT AREA- Goals and Priorities,” above.
ACC projects that may be authorized as Redevelopment Projects, and the amount of any
Redevelopment Costs for such projects that are paid out of TAD Funds, will be determined in the
course of the implementation of this Redevelopment Plan, and likewise will be in accordance
with the process under “INTRODUCTION, PROPOSAL AND PUBLIC BENEFITS- Community Benefits
Agreements, and -Citizens Advisory Committees, and “REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS WITHIN THE
REDEVELOPMENT AREA- Goals and Priorities,” above.
The total amount of Redevelopment Costs paid out of TAD Funds for both private enterprise
Redevelopment Projects and ACC Redevelopment Projects will not exceed in the aggregate the
amount of TAD Funds available from positive tax allocation increments. See “ESTIMATED
POSITIVE TAX ALLOCATION INCREMENTS,” below.
The Redevelopment Projects are subject to change as discussed under “REDEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS WITHIN THE REDEVELOPMENT AREA,” above. Redevelopment Costs and TAD Fund
expenditure amounts are subject to change by ACC in accordance with applicable processes as
implementation of the Redevelopment Plan progresses.
The above information is provided in response to O.C.G.A Section 36-44-3(9)(H).
Need for Participation by the Board of Education
ACC does not anticipate that many or most of the Redevelopment Projects being considered will
be financially feasible, or that the private enterprise projects hoped to be leveraged thereby, will
occur, without participation in the TAD by the Clarke County School District.
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XII.

CREATION AND TERMINATION DATES

TAD 1 will be created effective December 31, 2020. TAD 1 will terminate when ACC, by resolution,
dissolves the district, but pursuant to the Redevelopment Powers Law, no such resolution may
be adopted until all Redevelopment Costs have been paid. Therefore, the proposed termination
date for TAD 1 is the later of (a) December 31, 2040, or (b) the date when all Redevelopment
Costs, including debt service on any tax allocation bonds that may be issued, are paid in full.
The above information is provided in response to O.C.G.A Section 36-44-3(9)(K).
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XIII. TAX ALLOCATION BOND ISSUES; PROPERTY TO BE PLEDGED FOR PAYMENT OR SECURITY
Tax Allocation Bonds
ACC does not plan at present to issue any tax allocation bonds but reserves the right to utilize
such method of financing in the future.
Amount
Should ACC decide to issue any tax allocation bonds, the amount of tax allocation bonds issued
will be determined in connection with the financing needs of the Redevelopment Projects at such
time. The amount of proposed tax allocation bonds will be the amount necessary such that the
proceeds thereof available for deposit to the project fund equal the amount needed to pay
Redevelopment Costs to be financed thereby.
Term of Tax Allocation Bond Issue
It is ACC’s expectations that any tax allocation bonds will have a term of up to 20 years. However,
the actual term for the tax allocation bonds may be different and will be determined by ACC
taking into account the recommendations of its financial advisor.
Rate of Tax Allocation Bond Issue
It is ACC’s present assumption that a rate of interest (average coupon) in the range of 5.00% to
7.90% would apply to any tax allocation bonds. The actual rate of interest applicable to any tax
allocation bonds will be determined by market conditions and relevant underwriting or
placement criteria at the time of issue.
Positive Tax Allocation Increment
The estimated positive tax allocation increment for the period covered by the term of any tax
allocation bonds is set forth under “ESTIMATED POSITIVE TAX ALLOCATION INCREMENTS,”
above.
Property to be Pledged for Payment or Security for Tax Allocation Bonds
If any tax allocation bonds are issued, then the positive tax allocation increments derived from
TAD 1 will be pledged for payment of such tax allocation bonds. ACC will also consider the
creation of a special service tax district as additional security for the repayment of any tax
allocation bonds if ACC deems such special service tax district advisable.
The above information is provided in response to O.C.G.A Sections 36-44-3(9)(O) and (Q).
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XIV. CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIPS
The Redevelopment Powers Law, O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3, authorizes ACC to designate a
Redevelopment Agency for the purpose of carrying out the Redevelopment Plan. ACC has
designated the Mayor and Commission to serve as ACC’s Redevelopment Agency. For the
purpose of implementing this Redevelopment Plan, ACC, the Redevelopment Agency, or both,
may enter into any of the below-described contractual relationships, each of which may create
an obligation for more than one year:
•

Coordinate implementation activities with other major participants in the
Redevelopment Plan and their respective development and planning entities including
ACC, the neighborhoods impacted and other stakeholders, as well as with various ACC
departments involved in implementing the Redevelopment Plan.

•

This Redevelopment Plan conforms with the local comprehensive plan, master plan,
zoning ordinance, and building codes of ACC. The Redevelopment Agency may, however,
conduct (either directly or by subcontracting for services) standard predevelopment
activities, including but not limited to site analysis, environmental analysis, development
planning, market analysis, financial feasibility studies, preliminary design, zoning
compliance, facilities inspections, and overall analysis of compatibility of proposed
development projects with ACC’s comprehensive plan and the Redevelopment Plan.

•

Seek appropriate development projects, financing, and other forms of private investment
in the Redevelopment Area from qualified sources.

•

Develop public-private partnerships and intergovernmental agreements as needed.

•

Market the Redevelopment Area among developers, capital sources, and the general
public.

•

Coordinate public improvement planning and construction.

•

Enter into negotiations, either directly or through designated brokers, with property
owners and real estate developers within the Redevelopment Area for the purpose of
acquiring land and property for redevelopment in accordance with the Redevelopment
Plan.

•

Prepare economic and financial analyses, project-specific feasibility studies and
assessments of tax base increments in support of funding the Redevelopment Projects
from the TAD Funds.

•

Negotiate and enter into Development Agreements with private developers or other third
parties to implement the Redevelopment Plan.
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•

The Redevelopment Agency will perform other duties as necessary to implement the
Redevelopment Plan.

The Redevelopment Agency will seek reimbursement for Redevelopment Plan preparation and
redevelopment consulting as needed to complete the plan implementation provisions. To
manage the redevelopment process, the Redevelopment Agency will seek contractual
arrangements with qualified vendors to provide the professional and other services required in
qualifying and issuing the tax allocation bonds or other forms of financing, as well as for services
including design, feasibility, project management, legal, engineering, and other services, required
for implementation of the proposed Redevelopment Plan.
The above information is provided in response to O.C.G.A Section 36-44-3(9)(E).
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XV.

ZONING AND LAND USE COMPATIBILITY

The proposed land uses contained in this Redevelopment Plan conform with the local
comprehensive plan, master plan, zoning ordinance and building codes of ACC, except as may be
noted below. Actual zoning compliance in the case of future projects will be subject to the zoning
process applicable at the time.

Zoning and Land Use Compatibility
Existing land use within the tax allocation district mostly conforms to the Official Zoning Map,
and is classified predominantly as Commercial General (C-G), though some Mixed-Density
Residential (RM), Single-Family Residential (RS) and Commercial-Office (C-O) delineations are
evident. A complete accounting of all parcel zoning for TAD #1 can be viewed in the Official
Zoning Map.
Current zoning of mostly C-G properties is compatible with existing uses, but this does not fully
represent the desired future character of the area. Success of TAD #1 and the associated
improvements ultimately provided may initiate the need for rezones necessary to maximize
development of preferred uses or other tools to provide flexibility.
The Athens-Clarke County Future Land Use Map remains mostly consistent with the current
Zoning Map in identifying TAD #1 with the designation of General Business. That category can
include mixed uses, however it might more compatible to have Mixed-Density Residential, Main
Street Business or even a modified Downtown classification to encourage neighborhood-scale
and walkable development.

Conformance with the Local Comprehensive Plan
The Athens-Clarke County Comprehensive Plan was recently updated in 2018. The
comprehensive plan is structured around 5 common categories that encompass 15 focused
topics. Below are a few components taken from the comprehensive plan that are applicable to
the proposed tax allocation district.
(Safety) Strategy: Improve cyclist and pedestrian safety through educational campaign, facility
improvements, and law enforcement.
(Social Services) Strategy: Create a community that is supportive of, and provides opportunities
for, individuals with limited opportunity
(Economic Development) Strategy: Continue the improvement of coordination and cooperation
of Athens entities concerned with economic growth and the attraction and creation of jobs
(Economic Development) Policy: Implement ordinances, policies, and infrastructure to address
impediments to locating or expanding business and industry.
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(Economic Development) Policy: Provide the facilities, services, and incentives necessary to
attract, incubate, and grow businesses across a variety of sectors.
(Land Use) Opportunity: Develop incentives to reuse existing development before new
development in greenfields, including TAD’s. Given the county’s small geographic area,
redevelopment should be prioritized over greenfield development as plenty of opportunity
exists to improve blight along corridors and gateways, strip malls, industrial sites, and aging
apartments.
(Land Use) Opportunity: Examine parking standards to align with current trends and proven
business needs that may result in lower minimum ratios.
(Land Use) Strategy: Identify a network of development nodes throughout the community that
relate to transportation and other infrastructure, employment and housing. These nodes also
ensure equitable access to community gathering spaces and other community services.
(Land Use) Strategy: Create appealing community gateways and corridors by recognizing their
challenges and opportunities. This includes plans for redevelopment and revitalization that
consider potential uses while balancing real estate value with aesthetics, allowing movement
with safety, and creating appealing community gateways from the outside of the County into
Downtown
(Land Use) Policy: Establish Corridor Redevelopment incentives or zoning policies for gateway
and other important corridors
(Land Use) Policy: Create nodal development tied to transportation, healthcare, schools, jobs,
workforce, and housing
(Land Use) Policy: Develop incentives to reuse existing development before new developments
in Greenfields
(Land Use) Policy: Encourage the use of incentive options such as TDRs, CIDs, TADs, and BIDs for
development
(Neighborhoods) Strategy: Encourage parks, schools and community facilities to be located as
focal points in neighborhoods
(Neighborhoods) Strategy: Apply urban design and aesthetic standards to neighborhoods and
other developments as they are developed or redeveloped. These standards can reflect historic
character, support walkability and active living, and incorporate open space and ecological
landscaping
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(Neighborhoods) Policy: Expand sidewalk network in neighborhoods and other infrastructure
such as lights, trees, neighborhood businesses, and basic infrastructure for neighborhoods
(Environment) Strategy: Provide additional safe and affordable transportation options including
walking, biking, and clean transit
(Transportation) Strategy: Participate in regional cooperative efforts to enhance commuting
options to Atlanta
The above information is provided in response to O.C.G.A Section 36-44-3(9)(G).
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XVI. HISTORIC PROPERTY WITHIN BOUNDARIES OF REDEVELOPMENT AREA
A review of the National Register of Historic Places and City Designated Properties Register was
conducted. Within the boundaries of the Redevelopment Area, there are no historical properties
that are designated for state or national registers.
However, a property which is to be redeveloped under this Redevelopment Plan and which is
either designated as a historic property under Article 2 of Chapter 10 of Title 44, the “Georgia
Historic Preservation Act,” or is listed on or has been determined by any federal agency to be
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places will not be:
(i) Substantially altered in any way inconsistent with technical standards for rehabilitation; or
(ii) Demolished unless feasibility for reuse has been evaluated based on technical standards for
the review of historic preservation projects, which technical standards for rehabilitation and
review shall be those used by the state historic preservation officer.
The above information is provided in response to O.C.G.A Section 36-44-3(9)(J).
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XVII. SCHOOL SYSTEM IMPACT ANALYSIS
Pursuant to O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-3(9)(R), a School Impact Analysis is included in Appendix C
and reviews the financial and operational impact on the Clarke County School District of the
proposed redevelopment as presented in this Redevelopment Plan, including but not limited to
(i) an estimate of the number of net new public school students that could be anticipated as
redevelopment within the Redevelopment Area occurs, (ii) the location of school facilities within
the proposed redevelopment area, (iii) an estimate of educational special purpose local option
sales taxes projected to be generated by the proposed redevelopment, if any, and (iv) a
projection of the average value of residential properties resulting from redevelopment compared
to current property values in the Redevelopment Area.
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APPENDIX A-1
TAD BOUNDARIES

APPENDIX A-2
TAD BOUNDARY MAP AND EXISTING DEVELOPMENTS

APPENDIX A-3
TAD LANDMARKS AND EXISTING USES

APPENDIX A-4
TAD EXEMPT PROPERTIES MAP

APPENDIX B
TAD PARCEL IDENTIFICATION AND TAX INFORMATION

Mall Area
TAXABLE
PARCELS
PARCEL_NO

Parcel Address

Owner Name

071 007B

430 CLEVELAND RD

KITTLE FAMILY INTER VIVOS TRUST BY

071 008

350 CLEVELAND RD

LAKE MEELER HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION INC

071 013

597 HUNTINGTON RD

NGO OANH K & ANH K-N NGUYEN

071A1 A021

182 CHESTERFIELD RD

BROCK TAMBERLY D & MATTHEW B
BROCK JTROS

071A1 A022

192 CHESTERFIELD RD

MORGAN MARGARET & DARRELL HALL

071A1 A023

202 CHESTERFIELD RD

GLUCKMAN NEIL & WENDY N
GLUCKMAN

071A1 A024

212 CHESTERFIELD RD

MOBLEY JOSHUA P & HOLLY M MOBLEY

073 015A

3898 ATLANTA HWY

MMV-ATHENS LLP

073 015C

3990 ATLANTA HWY

COMMUNITY & SOUTHERN BANK

073 015D

3810 ATLANTA HWY

DUNCAN LAND MANAGEMENT LLC

073 015E

150 CRANE DR

HEKADEMIA INC LLC

073 015F

3790 ATLANTA HWY

RACETRAC PETROLEUM INC

073 015G

200 CRANE DR

MEADOWLAND APARTMENTS OF
CLARKE

073 015K

3900 ATLANTA HWY

LANDMARK REALTY HOLDINGS LLC

073 015L

200 CLEVELAND RD

TWO HUNDRED CLEVELAND ROAD INC

073 015M

3970 ATLANTA HWY

M & H SAMS PROPERTIES LLC

073 015N

150 CLEVELAND RD

BARRETT INVESTMENT PROPERTIES L L
C

073 015V

0 ATLANTA HWY

LANE ALBERT E

073 016

3700 ATLANTA HWY

KDI ATHENS MALL LLC

073 016D

3702 ATLANTA HWY

KDI ATHENS MALL LLC

073 016F

0 ATLANTA HWY

TF ATHENS GA LLC

073 016J

3710 ATLANTA HWY

KDI ATHENS THEATER LLC

073 016K

0 ATLANTA HWY

KDI ATHENS OUTPARCELS LLC

073 016N

3740 ATLANTA HWY

TODA MANAGEMENT LLC

073 016P

0 HUNTINGTON RD

NETO SUSAN R

073 016R

0 HUNTINGTON RD

SHEA CLAUDETTE

073 016S

3706 ATLANTA HWY

KDI ATHENS OUTPARCELS LLC

073 016T

3708 ATLANTA HWY

KDI ATHENS MALL LLC

073 085

3720 ATLANTA HWY

HAILEY FRANK E & SUE A HAILEY

073 085A

3720 ATLANTA HWY

SECURE CHOICE MARKETING INC

073 085B

3720 ATLANTA HWY

HULL & HULL ENTERPRISES LLC

073 085C

3720 ATLANTA HWY

CHILDS SCOTT

073 085D

3722 ATLANTA HWY

LONG RUSSELL EDWARD

073 085E

3722 ATLANTA HWY

LONG RUSSELL EDWARD

073 085F

3722 ATLANTA HWY

COWART DAVY L JR & DAWN RENEE
COWART

073 085G

3722 ATLANTA HWY

ATHENS CAPITAL PARTNERS LLC

073 085H

3724 ATLANTA HWY

MILLS THOMAS D

073 085I

3724 ATLANTA HWY

BERRY MICHAEL A

073 085J

3724 ATLANTA HWY

K & K PROPERTIES & INVESTMENTS LLC

073 085K

3724 ATLANTA HWY

SOLOMON JEFFREY G & JAN SOLOMON

073A 004A

3941 ATLANTA HWY

FRANKLIN BARBARA A

073A 005

3855 ATLANTA HWY

FIREWORKS LEASING LLC

073A 006

3825 ATLANTA HWY

MCDONALDS CORPORATION

073A 006B

120 MELLWOOD DR

BUNTING BRAD

073A 007

138 MELLWOOD DR

BUNTING BRAD

073A 008

140 MELLWOOD DR

CROWELL BEATRICE

073A 010

180 MELLWOOD DR

GIBBS CAPITAL LLC

073A 025

100 ARROWHEAD RD

FULTON DENISE D

073A 026

110 ARROWHEAD RD

BROWN JAMES C & BARBARA

073A 027

120 ARROWHEAD RD

BRAWNER MARSHALL D

073A 028

130 ARROWHEAD RD

GORDON HARRY N

073A 041

3791 ATLANTA HWY

LALIT ENTERPRISES INC

073A 041A

3745 ATLANTA HWY

R I C PROPERTIES LTD

073A 041B

3725 ATLANTA HWY

LONDON REALTY COMPANY LP

073A 041C

3705 ATLANTA HWY

PENLAND MARK A

073A 041D

3755 ATLANTA HWY

CNL FUNDING 2000-A LP

073A 041F

3775 ATLANTA HWY

HARDMAN JOHN LYNN

073A 041G

3765 ATLANTA HWY

IPOCK VANCE H

073A 047

165 MILL CENTER BLVD

GIBBS CAPITAL LLC

073A 048

145 MILL CENTER BLVD

MCLEROY BENJAMIN B

073A 049

135 MILL CENTER BLVD

073A 050

125 MILL CENTER BLVD

073A 051

115 MILL CENTER BLVD

ATHENS GUN CLUB LLC

073A 052

3965 ATLANTA HWY

BURGESS FAMILY ENTERPRISES LLC

073B 001

405 HUNTINGTON RD

OROZCO VEGA GILDARDO

073B 002

405 HUNTINGTON RD

LORD JOHN A

073B 003

445 HUNTINGTON RD

LANDROD HOLDINGS LLC

073B 004

445 HUNTINGTON RD

LANDROD HOLDINGS LLC

073B 005

445 HUNTINGTON RD

LANDROD HOLDINGS LLC

073B 006

465 HUNTINGTON RD

BAYNE NATALIE L

073B 007

465 HUNTINGTON RD

LESTER WAYNE A

073B 008

465 HUNTINGTON RD

LESTER WAYNE A

DODD MARK S & DONNA L DODD
TRUSTEES OF THE DODD FAMILY INTER
VIVOS TRUST
DODD MARK S & DONNA L DODD
TRUSTEES OF THE DODD FAMILY INTER
VIVOS TRUST

073B 009

485 HUNTINGTON RD

HAMILTON CLAIRE A

073B 010

485 HUNTINGTON RD

WILLIAMS JAMES R

073B 011

485 HUNTINGTON RD

ALDRICH H STANLEY & DORIS ALDRICH
JTROS

073B 012

485 HUNTINGTON RD

MORELAND DENISE & TORRES ROSA
NELLY CASAS

073B 013

485 HUNTINGTON RD

SMITH HULET

073B 014

485 HUNTINGTON RD

A TOUCH OF GEORGIA CHIROPRACTIC
CLINIC

073B 015

485 HUNTINGTON RD

A TOUCH OF GEORGIA CHIROPRACTIC
CLINIC

073B 016

485 HUNTINGTON RD

HAMILTON CLAIRE A

073B 017

485 HUNTINGTON RD

HAMILTON CLAIRE

073B 018

485 HUNTINGTON RD

THE ATHENS CENTER FOR COUNSELING
& PLAY THERAPY LLC

073B 019

485 HUNTINGTON RD

THE ATHENS CENTER FOR COUNSELING
& PLAY THERAPY LLC

073B 020

485 HUNTINGTON RD

GAYER HARVEY L

073B 021

485 HUNTINGTON RD

GAYER HARVEY A

073B 022

485 HUNTINGTON RD

GAYER HARVEY L

073B 023

485 HUNTINGTON RD

GAYER HARVEY L

073B 024

485 HUNTINGTON RD

HARRISON & HARDIN LLC

073B 025

485 HUNTINGTON RD

HARRISON & HARDIN LLC

073B 026

485 HUNTINGTON RD

BLANTON ALLRED PROPERTIES LLC

073C1 A001

3701 ATLANTA HWY

ATHENS MISSION SQUARE LLC

073C1 A002

3701 ATLANTA HWY

SUNSET INVESTMENT PROPERTIES LLC

073C1 A003

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A004

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A005

3701 ATLANTA HWY

HABIF MORRIS N PLANETARY
PROPERTIES LLC

073C1 A006

3701 ATLANTA HWY

DURDEN PAMELA P

073C1 A007

3701 ATLANTA HWY

ALHADEFF IRVIN L

073C1 A008

3701 ATLANTA HWY

ALHADEFF ABRAHAM

073C1 A009

3701 ATLANTA HWY

ASLAM MUHAMMAD & SHAKH GULNAZ

073C1 A010

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A011

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MANNAKULATHIL RAJU

073C1 A012

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A013

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A014

3701 ATLANTA HWY

HORTON HAROLD P & MARY H HORTON
TRUSTEES OF REVOCABLE TRUST

073C1 A015

3701 ATLANTA HWY

VFE ENTERPRISES

073C1 A017

3701 ATLANTA HWY

DUNCAN RAYMOND

073C1 A018

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A019

3701 ATLANTA HWY

CHOI JAE MIN

073C1 A020

3701 ATLANTA HWY

TURNER DANIELLE SUZANNE

073C1 A021

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A022

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A023

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A024

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A025

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A026

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A027

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A028

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A029

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A030

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A031

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A032

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A033

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A034

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A035

3701 ATLANTA HWY

VAUGHN ROBERT A & ROBIN H
VAUGHN

073C1 A036

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A037

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A038

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A039

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MH PEACHTREE HOLDINGS LLC &
MISSION SQUARE ADVISORS LLC

073C1 A040

3701 ATLANTA HWY

VENDI CRU INC

073 007A

3703 ATLANTA HWY

KREME REAL ESTATE LLC

073 015W

3980 ATLANTA HWY

VINTAGE HOSPITALITY GROUP LLC

073 015Y

170 MARILYN FARMER
WAY

ARHC ATATHGA01 LLC % ALTUS GROUP
US INC # 1351

073 016V

3704 ATLANTA HWY

PRIME COMMERCIAL GROUP LLC

073A3 035

311 LITTLETON WAY

SEZGIN MESUT & PAMELA J DORN
SEZGIN

073A3 036

301 LITTLETON WAY

NEGRILLO LOURDES

073A3 037

231 LITTLETON WAY

MENDELL PROPERTIES LLC

073A3 038

221 LITTLETON WAY

KOZAK THOMAS S

073A3 039

211 LITTLETON WAY

PASLEY MARGARET D

073A3 040

201 LITTLETON WAY

ETHRIDGE BIRDELL

073A3 041

131 LITTLETON WAY

CARVER SHEILA LINDSEY & CARVER
JOHN ROBERT

073A3 099K

261 LITTLETON WAY

ALLENS LANDING HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION IN

073A3 099L

161 LITTLETON WAY

ALLENS LANDING HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION IN

071B2 A019

273 MEELER CIR

HALL EDWARD JR & JUDITH L HALL
JTROS

071B2 A020

277 MEELER CIR

DICOSTY RALPH J

071B2 A021

281 MEELER CIR

071B2 A022

285 MEELER CIR

071B2 B001

289 MEELER CIR

071B2 B002

293 MEELER CIR

071B2 B003
071B2 B004

297 MEELER CIR
301 MEELER CIR

071B2 B005

305 MEELER CIR

STEADHAM ROBERT & STEADHAM
CHERYL JTROS
TERRELL ARNOLD & TERRELL LISA M
VAN VALKENBURG ERNEST PAUL & VAN
VALKENBURG NANCY A JTROS
GARY CURTIS RAY & AMELIA GRIFFIN
GARY
BEEMAN DOUGLAS
LAMB JULIA LAUREN
HARRIS EDWARD DARNELL & HARRIS
VALERIE YVETTE JTROS

MUSSER WILLIAM & RENATE MUSSER
JTROS
ROIS-MENDEZ MARIA CHRISTINA &
MILLAN LINA JTROS
GRACE LEWIS
SWYMER WILLIAM R
STANLEY MICHAEL TODD & MARY JO
STANLEY JTROS
SWANSON RODNEY FREDERICK
DRUM DAVID JERRY JR
PIERCE JUSTIN
RICKS JAMES E & DENISE RICKS
CROWN RALPH F & JEAN CROWN
WILLIAMS BARRY A & BONNIE
WILLIAMS
UTZ TERRY R
LAKE MEELER HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION INC
MATHIS JEFFREY W
WILSON JOSEPH & TERESA WILSON
JTROS
JACKSON BRITTANY & TERRELL
JACKSON
NOESEN MERCEDES R
WOOLBRIGHT LEE M & BETTY M
WOOLBRIGHT LIFE ESTATE
LAKE MEELER HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION INC
JESWEAK DEREK L & SUSANNA G
JESWEAK

071B2 B006

309 MEELER CIR

071B2 B007

313 MEELER CIR

071B2 B008
071B2 B009

317 MEELER CIR
321 MEELER CIR

071B2 B010

325 MEELER CIR

071B2 B011
071B2 B012
071B2 B013
071B2 B014
071B2 B015

329 MEELER CIR
333 MEELER CIR
337 MEELER CIR
341 MEELER CIR
345 MEELER CIR

071B2 B016

349 MEELER CIR

071B2 B017

353 MEELER CIR

071B2 B099

365 MEELER CIR

071B2 C001

369 MEELER CIR

071B2 C002

373 MEELER CIR

071B2 C003

377 MEELER CIR

071B2 C004

381 MEELER CIR

071B2 C005

385 MEELER CIR

071B2 C099

380 CLEVELAND RD

071B2 B018

357 MEELER CIR

071B2 B019

361 MEELER CIR

FISHER JARED M

073 007M

3701 ATLANTA HWY

MISSION SQUARE CONDOMINIUMS

073 016W

485 HUNTINGTON RD

DOUBLE TREE PLACE CONDOMINIUM

071 009A

TAX-EXEMPT
PARCELS
PARCEL_NO

073A 040

Parcel Address

Owner Name

3795 ATLANTA HWY

MT ZION CHURCH
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I.

MALL AREA TAX ALLOCATION DISTRICT SCHOOL IMPACT

Executive Summary
The Mall Area Tax Allocation District (TAD) redevelopment plan requires an assessment of its
impact on the county school system. This study addresses the impact on the school system in
three ways, (1) an estimate of how enrollment will change, (2) how much E-SPLOST revenue will
change, and (3) whether residential property values after completion of the redevelopment will
change from current values. The base year for calculations is 2020. Only investments in 2021
and beyond are considered in this analysis.
When development projects are announced for a TAD, data needed to perform this analysis
includes property values of expected new development including residential, commercial, and
industrial; new jobs and payroll for the new businesses; a breakdown of multifamily housing
units by bedroom size; and an estimate of taxable sales from retail, restaurants, and lodging.
However, to date no projects have been announced for this TAD.
With no projects, another method had to be employed to estimate the increment in property
values that might occur in the TAD. This method is based on estimating the historical
“background” growth from 2011 to 2020. This growth, by zoning code, was used to project
property values for residential, commercial, and industrial properties, if they existed in the TAD.
Following is a summary of impacts from this analysis:
1. Forecasted growth by zoning code is based on 2011-2020 growth as follows:

TAD 1 – Mall Area
All Parcels
Residential Single Family
Residential Mixed Density
Commercial-General
Commercial-Office

AVG Annual
2011-2020
8.62%
4.30%
-3.08%
0.70%

2. Given these results Commercial-General was not projected.
3. The forecast of growth from historical rates will increase enrollment by 21.
4. The projected growth is expected to generate $24,160 in new E-SPLOST funds for the
school system.
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MALL AREA TAX ALLOCATION DISTRICT SCHOOL IMPACT

Overview
The Unified Government of Athens-Clarke County, Georgia (ACC) has defined an area within its
borders for redevelopment called the Mall Area Tax Allocation District (TAD). The size of the
redevelopment area is approximately 190 acres with 181 parcels. Current property value is
$98,170,855.
The objective of this study is to determine the impact of the TAD on the county school system
as required by O.C.G.A. Section 36-44-9(R). There are four items to address: (1) an estimate of
the number of net new public school students anticipated as redevelopment within the
redevelopment area occurs, (2) the location of school facilities within the proposed
redevelopment area, (3) an estimate of educational special purpose local option sales taxes (ESPLOST) expected from the proposed development, and (4) a projection of the average value of
properties resulting from redevelopment compared to current property values in the
redevelopment area. This study address (1), (3), and (4).
ACC staff worked to provide parcel-level data on property values for the period 2011 through
2020. Zoning codes attached to each parcel enabled the analysis to focus on commercial, multifamily, and single-family property types. EIG analyzed this data to attempt to pull out new
improvements each year with limited success. However, because the increment in each TAD’s
digest is based on new development and the rise in property values of existing development,
growth rates used to determine a projection are based on the change in value of all parcels in
each zoning code.
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MALL AREA TAX ALLOCATION DISTRICT SCHOOL IMPACT

Methods and Data Requirements
To estimate the impacts on the school system, EIG sought the following data:
• valuation of each parcel in the TAD for the years 2011-2020 as well as each parcel’s
zoning code.
• estimates of real property (investments) of all redevelopment projects within the
redevelopment area,
• estimates of new jobs and average wages for those jobs from new commercial and
industrial businesses within the redevelopment area,
• the number of new multi-family units by number of bedrooms,
• the number of new single-family and/or townhouses, and
• estimates of retail sales from all new businesses generating taxable sales within the
redevelopment area.
Defined Development Projects
To date, there are no defined development projects in this TAD.
Background Growth Projections
Each TAD has a broad-brush vision of what the planners would like to see developed. This
information coupled with an analysis of historical growth in property value by parcel, what we
will term the background growth, led to projections of incremental property values. The model
EIG uses for projecting school enrollment and ELOST revenues requires more detail such as how
multi-family projects breakdown between 1, 2, and 3-bedroom units. The only information we
have to do this breakdown is the multi-family project at General Time in TAD 3. This gave us a
ratio of units to investment which we used to estimate 1 and 2-bedroom units from the
background growth.
School Impacts
There are three elements of the school impact requirements that this study addresses. They
are: (1) an estimate of new public school students from redevelopment in the TAD, (2) an
estimate of E-SPLOST revenue that results from redevelopment in the TAD, and (3) a projection
of the average value of residential properties from redevelopment in the TAD compared to
current property values in the TAD.
(1) The number of new students projected from the redevelopment comes from the
background growth within the TAD. Increased school enrollment comes from jobs
estimated from the background growth which create new housing in the county
resulting in additional school age children.
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Table 1: Estimated New Public School Enrollment – Mall Area TAD
SchoolEstimated
Estimated
Resident
Aged
SchoolUnits
New
Children
Aged
Multiplier
Population
Multiplier
Children

Residential
1-Bedroom
2-Bedroom
Single Family

5
5
30

Project Housing Totals:

40

Housing change
driven by new jobs:
Total Project Impacts:

1
41

1.44
1.89
2.41

7
9
72

0.07
0.17
0.624

0
1
19

89

2.41

3
92

20

0.624

1
21

(2) E-SPLOST revenue generated from the redevelopment within the TAD can be estimated
from either taxable retail and lodging sales given by the developers or by using the value
of residential investments and commercial investments within the redevelopment area.
The “new residential component” is based on 41 new residential units from the forecast
of background growth. Each component shows the influence each has on the change in
E-SPLOST revenue. Total E-SPLOST revenue is estimated to increase by $24,160 from
background growth within the TAD.
Table 2: Estimated E-SPLOST Revenues – Mall Area TAD
Units/Value
New Residential Component:

Households:

New Commercial Property Component:
Value of New Commercial Property:

E-SPLOST

41

$22,902

$584,019

$1,258

Total E-SPLSOT from project:

$24,160

(3) A projection of the change in residential property values in the TAD from
redevelopment is, at this point, based on data received from the ACC on existing
residential parcels in the TAD.
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There are 10 parcels zoned “Residential Mixed Density”. The multifamily parcels range in value
from a low of $123,852 to a high of $2,730,000 in 2020. The average growth rate in value
between 2011 and 2020 is 4.3% but this is highly skewed by the $2.7 million parcel which grew
at a rate of 4.93%.
There are 23 parcels zoned as “Residential Single Family (15k sqft lot) or Residential Single
Family (8k sqft lot)”. The single-family parcels range in value from a low of $32,457 to a high of
$329,969 in 2020. The average growth rate in value between 2011 and 2020 is 8.62%. Several
parcels fell in value over the last 10 years while 7 of the 23 parcels saw growth rates above
30%.
Based on these historical data, the background growth is 8.62% and 4.3% for single and
multi-family parcels, respectively. There is no reason to expect these growths not to continue
into the near future. New development like what is occurring in TADs 3 and 4 could raise these
growth rates even more but it is not possible to determine that at this point.
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LOCATION OF SCHOOL FACILITIES
No CCSD Property.
Source: ACC Staff
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APPENDIX D
CABLE AND ELECTRIC SERVICES MAP
As shown in the image below, the existing electric service lines, represented by the blue, purple
and red lines, inadequately serve the Redevelopment Area.
Likewise, the existing coaxial and fiber cable lines in the Redevelopment Area, shown by the
orange and green lines, inadequately serve it.

APPENDIX E
WATER LINES

APPENDIX F
SEWER LINES
As shown in the image below, the Redevelopment Area is served by existing sewer lines but the
coverage of these lines is inadequate either at present or following redevelopment for the goals
of ACC for the Redevelopment Area after redevelopment to be met.

APPENDIX G-1
ROAD CONDITIONS MAP

APPENDIX G-2
PEDESTRIAN AND BIKE MAP

APPENDIX G-3
BUS ROUTES AND STOPS MAP

APPENDIX H
BLIGHTED OR DISTRESSED PROPERTIES WITHIN THE REDEVELOPMENT AREA
Blighted or distressed properties within the Redevelopment Area are identified in the image
below.

APPENDIX I
UNDERDEVELOPED PARCELS MAP

APPENDIX J
MIXED USE ZONING MAP

